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Intention 
This study seeks to identify the benefits and best practices of programmatic 
collaborations between two or more nonprofit cultural organizations. It will address how 
programmatic collaborations can be used strategically to reach organizational goals and 
what steps organizations need to take to attain the intended results.   
 
Relevance to the Field of Arts Administration 
Collaboration has traditionally been a tool used by cultural organizations for a 
variety of purposes, but as a result of the economic downturn of fall of 2008, “nonprofit 
leaders are being urged to collaborate more than they have in years past,” reports Holly 
Hall, journalist and commentator, of the Chronicle of Philanthropy.1   These sentiments, 
about the increased need for collaboration are being echoed across the country. In 
Atlanta, Georgia, Nicole Jones, Editor of Atlanta PlanIt, explains, 
Arts organizations are experiencing new and unique funding challenges.  Weak 
public funding, combined with a decline in attendance, loss of corporate gifts, a 
decrease in local media coverage…make it necessary for each organization to 
find unique ways to minimize costs while maximizing impact…collaboration is 
working to shirk those sentiments.2 
 
With these changes in funding and revenue sources, more and more nonprofit 
cultural organizations are likely to look to programmatic collaboration for several 
benefits including building audiences, reducing expenses and increasing revenues.  It will                                                         
1 Holly Hall, “Collaborating on Fund Raising,” Prospecting (blog) The Chronicle of Philanthropy, 
December 16, 2008, http://philanthropy.com/blogs/prospecting/collaborating-on-fund-raising/19123 
2 Wyatt Williams, “Local arts collaborate on co-branding campaign,“ Creative Loafing, September 22, 
2011, http://clatl.com/culturesurfing/archives/2011/09/22/local-arts-collaborate-on-co-branding-campaign. 
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be critical for organizations to be aware of the true benefits of collaboration and the steps 
that need to be taken to attain them. 
 
Literature and Background 
A review of literature, which address the needs and benefits of programmatic 
collaboration and provide recommendations on best practices to create successful 
collaborations, will begin this investigation.  These sources’ expertise will then be 
applied to two cases of programmatic collaboration in order to assess feasibility and 
success in practical scenarios. 
 
Definitions 
Before proceeding, it is important to define the term programmatic collaboration. 
The common definition of collaboration among sources is two or more organizations 
aligning resources to reach a common goal.3  What distinguishes a collaboration as 
programmatic, according to Mike Hudson author of Managing at the Leading Edge, is 
                                                        
3  F. Ostrower, Cultural Collaborations: Building Partnerships for Arts Participation (Australia: The 
Urban Institute, 2003), accessed November 15, 2010, 
http://www.ifacca.org/publications/2003/01/01/cultural-collaborations-building-partnerships-arts, 9. Joanne 
Scheff, and Philip Kotler. “How the Arts Can Prosper Through Strategic Collaborations.” Harvard 
Business Review 74, no. 1 (1996): 52. 
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that it creates one or more projects that further both organizations’ missions and allow 
both organizations to work together without losing their autonomy.4   
 
Benefits of Collaboration 
Sources list several benefits for organizations taking part in programmatic 
collaborations. The benefits most often cited are: increasing mission impact,5 increasing 
revenues and cutting costs,6 building and understanding new audiences,7 and responding 
to mounting competition.8  Knowing how sources define these benefits will help further 
explain their importance and organizational impact. 
Mission Impact 
 Collaboration between organizations allows participating organizations to 
accomplish things together that they would not normally be able to accomplish on their 
own, thus each organization has a greater impact.9  Kevin F. McCarthy and Kimberly 
Jinnett, in their report A New Framework for Building Participation in the Arts, explain 
that organizations can increase their impact by ‘broadening’ their audience, increasing the 
number of attendants, or by ‘deepening’ the current audiences’ involvement.10   
                                                        
4 M. Hudson, Managing at the Leading Edge. (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 2005): 84, 90. 
5 Hudson, 83-85. 
6 Ibid., 86; and Kotler, 172. 
7 Ibid, 172, and Ostrower, 14. 
8 Hudson 87-88; Scheff, 53; and Kotler, 171. 
9 McCarthy, K. F., and K. Jinnett. A New Framework for Building Participation in the Arts.(Santa Monica: 
Rand Corp, 2001): 85; and Falk, 235. 
10 McCarthy, 85. 
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According to Philip Kotler and Joanne Scheff Bernstein, authors of Standing 
Room Only Strategies for Marketing the Performing Arts, if the increased mission impact 
caused by collaboration is positioned properly to funders, it can lead to higher donations 
or a greater number of donors,11 giving the organization additional resources to fulfill 
their mission.  Many funders do recognize the power of collaborations, and several 
foundations have established grants that require collaboration, points out Francie 
Ostrower in her study Cultural Collaborations: Building Partnerships for Arts 
Participation.12 
Increasing Revenues and Cutting Costs 
There are several ways that programmatic collaborations can be used to 
financially help organizations. Hudson points to economies of scale, explaining that when 
they collaborate, organizations can often serve an increased number of people.  When this 
happens, the cost of serving each individual will decrease, because basic costs are spread 
across the entire audience base. 13  This allows the organization to make more revenue or 
reduce the costs for their audience.  Other sources point to similar benefits, stating, by 
creating programming together organizations can attain the benefits of expansion, 
including more visibility, without having to actually invest resources in promotion or 
increasing the size of the operation.14  
                                                        
11 Kotler, 173. 
12 Though foundations encourage collaborations through funding, obtaining funding should not be the 
reason to initiate a collaboration, (Ostrower, 34). 
13 Hudson, 86. 
14 Kotler, 172; and McCarthy, 110. 
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Kotler and Bernstein note that programmatic collaborations also create the 
possibility for increased funding. Since collaboration causes each organization to reduce 
costs while increasing the number of people served by their mission, it creates a scenario 
that is attractive to foundations, corporations, and individual donors, as well as building 
the support of the broader community. 15  
Understanding and Building New Audiences 
Increasing the number of audience members for both organizations is another 
benefit of programmatic collaboration according to Kotler and Bernstein.   They state that 
the audiences are “cross-fertilized,” meaning that joint programs attract audience 
members from participating organizations, therefore exposing each organization to new 
patrons.16 
 If a cultural organization is looking to target a new audience segment (i.e. ethnic, 
age or lifestyle group), McCarthy recommends partnering with an organization that 
already effectively serves that demographic.  This is as an effective way to understand 
how to serve and market to this new audience. 17 Maintaining those audience members 
over the long-term is not a given, Ostrower warns,18 and Yves L. Doz and Gary Hamel 
advise, in their book Alliance Advantage: The Art of Creating Value through Partnering, 
                                                        
15 Kotler, 173. 
16 Ibid., 172. 
17 McCarthy, 110; and Ostrower, 22. 
18  Ostrower, 16. 
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that learning from your partner on how to maintain these audiences can be an important 
part of the collaboration.19   
Responding to Mounting Competition 
Collaborations can also be used as a tool by nonprofit cultural organizations to 
respond to competition from both their nonprofit peers and for-profit organizations, 
according to several sources.   Joanne Scheff and Philip Kotler explain in their article, 
How the Arts Can Prosper Through Strategic Collaborations, decreases in leisure time 
for the American public and increases in technologies (i.e. at home entertainment) are 
putting arts and culture in direct competition with all other possible leisure activities.20   
Though collaboration seems as if it would increase risk for audience attrition 
among cultural organizations, Kotler and Scheff point out the opposite is actually the 
case, saying, “Individuals who reported frequent attendance at any one organization 
tended to report frequent arts participation over all.”  This indicates that programmatic 
collaboration is more likely to increase participation over the long-term for arts and 
cultural organizations, rather than resulting in one organization losing audience members 
to another. 21 
 
 
                                                         
19 Doz, Y. L., and G. Hamel. Alliance Advantage: The Art of Creating Value through Partnering. (Boston: 
Harvard Business Press, 1998): 65.  
20 Scheff, 53. 
21 Kotler, 171. 
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Why Not? 
Many sources that tout the benefits of collaboration, but it must be noted that 
several experts warn of the struggles of collaborating.22  Chris Huxham and Siv Vagen, 
authors of several texts on collaboration, advice on entering into collaborative projects is, 
“don’t do it unless you have to.”  They argue that the costs and hardships of collaboration 
are great and should only be undertaken if there is clear advantage for all organizations 
involved. 23   
They explain that collaborations often fail, because, “partners missed 
opportunities to use partnerships’ full potential to enhance participation.”  When this 
happens collaborations can end up being revenue drainers for organizations as well as 
taking a toll on staff time.  Ostrower also warns to take caution when thinking of 
collaborating because, “partnerships experienced overly high or misplaced 
expectations.”24 
 
Best Practices 
When two or more nonprofit cultural organizations do decide it would be in their 
best interest to enter into a programmatic collaboration, it is important that they follow 
best practices to ensure success.  If done properly, it is possible that collaborations can 
attain one or all of the benefits indicated above.                                                         
22 Huxham, C., and S. Vangen. "Realizing the Advantage Or Succumbing to Inertia?" Financial Times 
(2002): 8; and Ostrower, 8. 
23 Huxham, 200. 
24 Ostrower, 8. 
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Though there are many proponents of programmatic collaboration between 
nonprofit cultural organizations, there is no substantial literature on best practices.  There 
is, however, extensive information on the keys to product/program producing 
collaboration in the for-profit and social service non-profit sectors.  Across sectors there 
is a consensus on what it takes to create a successful collaborations.  With the consistency 
and generality of these guidelines, it can be assumed that they can be applied to create 
success in programmatic collaborations for nonprofit cultural organizations as well.  
The literature pertaining to collaboration in both the for-profit and nonprofit 
sectors list at least one, if not all, of the following criteria for a successful collaboration: 
• Shared vision for a unique purpose 25 
• Clearly stated objectives and plan that work for the success of all 
participants26 
• Willingness to build trust and foster relationships27 
• Consistent and clear communication 28 
• Ability of all participating organizations to be flexible and adaptable29 
                                                        
25 Mattesich P.W., Murray-Close, M. and Monsey B.R., Collaboration: What Makes It Work. (Wilder 
Publishing Center, 2001), 10; McCarthy, 110; Rackham, 12; Kotler 169 
26 Mattesich, 8, 25; Rackham, 23; Kotler 169; Hibbert, P., and C. Huxham. "A Little about the Mystery: 
Process Learning as Collaboration Evolves." European Management Review 2, no. 1 (2005): 9; and Hamel, 
G., Y. L. Doz, and C. K. Prahalad. "Collaborate with Your Competitors and Win." Harvard Business 
Review 67, no. 1 (1989): 133-139. 
27 Mattesich, 8; Scheff, 61; McCarthy, 110; and Rackham, N., L. G. Friedman, and R. Ruff. Getting 
Partnering Right: How Market Leaders are Creating Long-Term Competitive Advantage. (McGraw-Hill 
Companies, 1996), 25. 
28 Mattesich, 9; Scheff, 61; Scheff, 61; and Huxham, C., and S. Vangen. Managing to Collaborate. 
(Routledge Oxford, UK, 2005): 218. 
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The number of criteria highlights the complexity of creating a collaboration, and it is 
important to understand each element when entering into a programmatic collaboration. 
Unique Purpose 
It is paramount that all participating organizations establish a clear vision of the 
need and desired outcomes of the collaboration, according to several sources.  When 
nonprofit organizations choose a collaborative partner, McCarthy and Jinnett 
recommend, that they choose an organization with a similar mission. They explain, 
“Without common goals, organizations may never build the deep connection needed to 
foster mutual commitment.”30   
Though it is advised that the missions of the organizations be similar, Paul W. 
Mattessich, Marta Murray-Close and Barbara R. Mosey advise, the collaborative project 
will be most successful if it has a unique purpose and is not identical to any of the 
partnering organizations current programming, in their guide Collaboration: What Makes 
It Work.31  In Getting Partnering Right: How Market Leaders Are Creating Long-Term 
Competitive Advantage, authors Neil Rackham, Lawrence Friedman and Richard Ruff 
state, the impact of the collaboration will be greatest when the project is something that 
the individual partnering organizations could not accomplish on their own. 32 
Clearly Stated Objectives 
With a unique vision established, sources agree that goals and objectives should 
                                                                                                                                                                     
29 Mattesich, 9; Ostrower, 39; and Huxham, 9. 
30 McCarthy, 110. 
31 Mattesich, 26. 
32 Rackham, 13. 
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be set that are clear and attainable.33  In their article Re-envisioning Success in the 
Cultural Sector, John H. Falk and Lynn D. Dierking explain, it is important when setting 
objectives to specifically define what success looks like and establish the tools you will 
use to measure that success. 34 A plan should be created to meet stated objectives, 
Rackham, Friedman and Ruff recommend,35 and Mattesich, Murray-Close and Mosey 
warn, it must be based on a realistic time line36 and a clear assessment should be made on 
the cost and resources (including staff time).   
Ostrower advises each participating party should be clear about the level of 
commitment they have towards the collaboration from the start.37  Objectives should 
equally benefit and involve all participating organizations throughout the life of the 
collaboration.38  Ostrower also recommends, once all participants agree upon the plan, it 
is imperative that the progress on the stated plan is periodically reported as the 
collaboration advances.39 Rackham, Friedman and Ruff state, “In successful partnerships 
the parties always have a shared road map that helps them to set expectations, measure 
success, and maximize potential value – of the collaboration.”40 
Having clear objectives and a well thought out plan does not mean that the 
collaboration will result in perfect harmony, nor should it, Gary Hamel, Yves L. Doz and 
C.K. Prahalad caution in their article Collaborate with Your Competitors and Win.                                                          
33 Ibid., 23, Mattesich, 25 
34 Falk, 240. 
35 Rackham, 23. 
36 Mattesich, 22. 
37 Ostrower, 39. 
38 Ibid., 25. 
39 Ibid., 25. 
40 Rackham 23. 
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Conflict is healthy and all participating organizations should continue to guard the 
interests of their organization to avoid resentment or distrust of other organizations.41 
Trust 
Once the need for collaboration is established, the authors state, relationship 
building and trust become an important element in a successful collaboration.  At the 
beginning of the collaborative process, partners should take the time to get to know each 
other, explain Mattesich, Murray-Close and Mosey, and each group should be honest 
about their intentions in the collaboration.42 Staff members, from the partnering 
organizations, participating in the collaboration, need to personally communicate. 
Socializing outside of the work structure can assist in building trusting relationships.43 
Scheff and Kotler advise, though these initial meetings are important, trust will not 
happen immediately and the best way to build trust is to start working together.44 
McCarthy and Jinnett emphasize the importance choosing the right staff to work 
on the collaborative project.  They recommend assigning staff that know their own 
organization well and can communicate the processes and structures with the partnering 
organization. 45  In their article A Collaborator Profile for Executives of Nonprofit 
Organizations, Samuel Goldman and William M. Kahnweiler assert, staff members that 
are effective at collaborating tend to be extroverted, action oriented and comfortable with 
role ambiguity.  They also caution that organizations should assess the amount of time 
the project will take for assigned staff members, ensuring those assigned to the                                                         
41 Hamel, 134. 
42 Mattesich, 14 – 15. 
43 Mattesich, 14. 
44 Scheff, 61. 
45 McCarthy, 
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collaboration team are not already overwhelmed with work.46 Rackham, Friedman and 
Ruff agree taking the time to choose the proper staff is important, because when guided 
by strong staff members each organization has the opportunity to understand each other’s 
organization, allowing them to work together more efficiently.47 
Communication 
To maintain trust and strong relationships, authors agree, that clear and frequent 
communication is essential. Mattesich, Murray-Close and Mosey recommend 
establishing a system at the beginning of the collaborative process, informing each 
partner organization of their role in the communication process.48   They also advise at 
this time, all members of the collaboration acknowledge, problems will occur and 
conflicts can add to the success of the collaboration.49  
Scheff and Kotler stress the importance of creating a schedule of meetings and 
record them to easily provide content to those unable to attend.50 Content from these 
meetings should also be shared with those outside of the collaboration including staff of 
participating organizations and the greater community.  They advise to have a successful 
collaboration a united message about the benefits and intentions is necessary.51 
Flexibility and Adaptability 
Flexibility and adaptability were the most common themes among all the sources 
                                                        
46 S. Goldman, and W. M. Kahnweiler. "A Collaborator Profile for Executives of Nonprofit Organizations." 
Nonprofit Management and Leadership 10, no. 4 (2000): 441. 
47 Rackham, 63. 
48 Mattesich, 23. 
49 Mattesich, 14. 
50 Scheff, 61. 
51 Scheff, 62. 
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on collaborative projects.  It is important at the beginning of the collaboration to 
emphasize the need for flexibility, according to Mattesich, Murray-Close and Mosey, and 
to ensure that it happens throughout the collaboration.  They state that groups have a 
tendency to, “solidify their norms in a way that contains their behaviors and thinking.”52   
Because collaborations are primarily new projects, created by partners that do not 
normally work together, Ostrower recommends, participants should be adaptable to take 
advantage of unforeseen results, stating:  
Sometimes the most valuable rewards of partnerships were those that partners did 
not (and sometimes could not) anticipate. Thus, even as they plan and establish 
clear goals, cultural organizations will benefit by keeping an open mind to new 
possibilities and opportunities that emerge over the course of a partnership.53 
 
Doz and Hammel warn, oftentimes partners spend a great deal of time planning 
the collaboration, but little time evaluating and adjusting the plan along the way.  They 
advise, as partners become more familiar with each other and the project, they should 
take time to revise the structure and plan.54  Huxham and Vagen caution that participants 
also must understand there will most likely be changes in policy, structure or staff of 
partnering organizations during the duration of the partnership, that may impact the 
collaboration.55 
 
 
                                                         
52 Mattesich, 14. 
53 Ostrower, 39. 
54 Doz,15. 
55 Huxham, 196. 
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Examination of Methods 
To assess the practical application of statements on benefits and best practices in 
the review of literature, I will examine two cases of programmatic collaborations between 
nonprofit cultural organizations in the Philadelphia, Pennsylvania region.  Projects were 
chosen based on the project being identified by the participating organizations as a 
“collaboration” and the projects apparent goals to gain new audiences for one or both of 
the participating organizations.   
In each case staff members from the participating organizations were interviewed.  
The questions asked in the interview were based on the findings of the literature review 
and pertained to the genesis of the project, goals and objectives, design and execution, the 
use of best practices, as well as benefits and outcomes. Staff members had strong 
recollections of events, because both collaborations occurred within the past year. 
Documentation, including reports by the organization assessing the success of the project 
and marketing materials for the project, were also reviewed.   
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Two Case Studies of Programmatic Collaborations between 
Nonprofit Cultural Organizations 
 
Case One - First Person Museum 
 The first case that I have researched is the First Person Museum, created by the 
Philadelphia based organization First Person Arts in collaboration with several 
community organizations, including The Village of Arts and Humanities.  This 
collaboration is a case of failure in the hands of two experienced collaborators. This 
illustrates how the collaboration breaks down when best practices recommended by 
experts in the review of literature are not used. 
 
Organizational History and Mission 
First Person Arts 
Vicky Solot founded First Person Arts (First Person) in Philadelphia, in 2000 to 
address a growing interest in memoir and documentary arts.  Solot continues to serve as 
the Executive Director and President, overseeing five full-time, permanent staff 
members.  The organization serves 7,200 program attendants annually, who are generally 
within the ages of 25-45 of both genders and predominantly Caucasian.   
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Over the past 11 years the organization, as stated on their website, has “supported 
the development of new memoir and documentary work…to create opportunities for it to 
be seen and appreciated.”56  Their current mission is: 
First Person Arts transforms the drama of real life into memoir and documentary 
art to foster appreciation for our unique and shared experience. We believe that 
everyone has a story to tell, and that sharing our stories connects us with each 
other and the world.  
The organization serves this mission through a variety of programs including bi-
monthly Story Slams, a Salon Series and adult education courses.  These programs 
feature both artists and “the average person” giving both the professional and casual 
storyteller an opportunity to share their story and learn how to further develop their story. 
Yearly they hold the First Person Festival, a multi-day event featuring several of their 
traditional programs, as well as special guests and new programs.  First Person Arts has 
office space, but does not have a venue for its programming.  Programs take place at bars, 
restaurants, performance venues, and other cultural organizations, primarily in Center 
City, Philadelphia.   
The Village of Art and Humanities 
In 1986, The Village of Art and Humanities (The Village) was founded in North 
Philadelphia by Lily Yeh to address the needs of this low-income minority community by 
revitalizing the surrounding neighborhood.  The Executive Director is now Elizabeth 
Grimaldi, who has served for 2 years and has a full-time permanent staff of 9 people.  
They serve 2,000 youth and adults each year most of whom are African Americans at 
poverty level.  The organizations mission is: 
                                                        
56 “Our Mission and History,” last modified November 22, 2011, accessed November 22, 
2011,http://www.firstpersonarts.org/about-fpa/our-mission-and-history/. 
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to build community through innovative arts, educational, social, construction, and 
economic and youth development programs. In all of its projects and activities, the Village 
seeks to support justice to the humanity and social conditions of people who live in inner 
city North Philadelphia and in similar urban communities. 
 
 The Village is continually looking for new ways to serve this mission, including 
through partnership.  It has done several murals and mosaics throughout the 
neighborhood, sponsors a Teen Leadership Corps, and an Annual Theater Production.  
The Village also owns several lots in the area and allows other organizations to use these 
areas if they are willing to provide a service to the Village’s constituents.  
 
Project Description 
 First Person and the Village collaborated on the First Person Museum project, 
which was initiated by First Person and took place during 2010.  It was a prototype for 
future projects and was funded by a Heritage Philadelphia Program, Planning Grant of 
The Pew Center for the Arts and Heritage and the Engage 2020 Innovation Grant of the 
Philadelphia Cultural Alliance.    
 To further examine the collaborative aspects of the project, interviews were 
conducted with Vicki Solot, Founder, Executive Director, and President of First Person 
Arts on April 25, 2011 and Elizabeth Grimaldi, Executive Director of The Village of Arts 
and Humanities on June 13, 2011.  Both interviews took place in Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania and the information provided below is primarily taken from these 
interviews.   
 In the interview Solot explained the origins of the First Person Museum project.  
First Person was awarded a grant in 2008, just after the economic crash.  The grant gave 
the organization full liberty to explore new ideas and they were “interested in 
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investigating the effects of the economic downturn in individuals’ lives,” Solot described.  
They were particularly interested in the idea of people’s relationship to material 
possessions, “because so many people at that time were losing everything or cutting back 
on their consumption,” said Solot. 
 These concepts lead to the ideas for the project: “It would be a physical display of 
stories; objects that people had a connection with would be exhibited in a museum 
format, with the story of that object alongside,” Solot explained.  In the beginning stages 
of planning, First Person decided they wanted the museum to represent a diverse 
audience, because the financial crisis was impacting a variety of people. First Person 
decided to reach beyond their normal audience “geographically, ethnically, racially and 
economically,” Solot expressed. 
 The initial work of the First Person Museum was collecting the objects that would 
be displayed and the stories to go along with those objects.  To do this, First Person 
conducted “Story Circles.”  At these events participants, were asked to bring objects that 
held a special meaning for them and present the object to the group, along with the story 
of that object. To connect with a broader audience, throughout the summer of 2010, First 
Person worked with various community groups and arts organizations throughout the 
Philadelphia region (including the Village) to hold nine “Story Circles.”   
 A total of ninety-nine people participated and sixteen of the objects were chosen for 
the exhibition held at the gallery space, in the Painted Bride Art Center, in Philadelphia, 
during the First Person Festival, in the fall of 2010.  Several of the objects that were not 
chosen for the exhibition were photographed and displayed at the gallery with a quote 
from the owner. The exhibition, which was open to the public free of charge, had 2,655 
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viewers, of which 1,700 were attendants for the First Person Festival.  It is unrecorded 
exactly how many of these attendants were from the organizations that participated in the 
“Story Circles”. 
 The Village was not an initial partner in the project, but became involved after 
hearing about it at United Way’s Strategic Partnership Conference in 2009, according to 
Grimaldi. She explained that at that time the Village was looking to administer surveys in 
order to discover what the members of their community valued, so the Village could 
better serve them.  She saw the “Story Circles” as “an additional tool to capture this 
information in a meaningful way.” At the conference Grimaldi approached First Person 
about the project and they welcomed the Village’s participation.  
 
Goals and Intentions of the Project 
 It is clear from the interviews, with each Solot and Grimaldi, their goals for 
participating in the project differed. The goal of First Person, through the First Person 
Museum was “to engage a diverse audience and create a lively, interactive experience 
that connects individual stories to the broader cultural and historical narrative,” according 
the final report for the grant provided by Solot. 
 The Village’s goal for participating in this project was accessing information on 
what people in their community valued.  Grimaldi did not state any interest in a broader 
public recognition of the project.  Because of this the Village had a greater commitment 
to the completion of the “Story Circles” than the exhibition portion of the project. 
Though they were embracing the core intention of the First Person Museum, people 
sharing their treasured objects and stories, their lack of interest in the entire project had 
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an effect on their overall participation, which will be explored later in the study.   
 
Benefits for Each Organization 
  Solot stated fairly early in our interview that she saw the First Person 
Museum project primarily as a failure.  Even with an unsuccessful collaboration both 
First Person and the Village benefited from the collaboration in ways stated in the 
literature review, though they did not always realize or take full advantage of these 
benefits. Looking at each benefit stated in the literature review individually, it will be 
illustrated how First Person and the Village benefited from the collaboration.   
Mission Impact 
 As the authors McCarthy and Jinnett states, increased mission impact can happen 
when the organization’s mission affects more people or the mission had a deeper impact 
on existing audiences.57  First Person, through the First Person Museum, was able to 
broaden the impact of their mission, “everyone has a story to tell” by bringing it to a 
larger and more diverse audience.  This was accomplished through the collaboration with 
various community organizations with diverse populations.  The Village was able to 
reach out to their own constituents in a new way and deepen the impact of their mission, 
by gaining a better understanding of what they value.  Grimaldi stated that the greatest 
benefit of the collaboration was that she and her staff were able to “get to know” her 
community members in a “more personal” way.  This benefit allowed the participants to 
experience more fully the Village’s mission of community building. 
 Though each organization experienced mission impact in the short-term, the longer-                                                        
57 McCarthy, 85. 
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term benefits of increased funding and number of donors,58 touted by Kotler and Scheff 
have not been realized by either organization.  First Person did not receive subsequent 
funding to continue the project in the future, according to Solot, and Grimaldi did not use 
the project as leverage with funders.  First Person also did not continue to pursue the 
audiences reached, through the community groups, by the First Person Museum, and 
therefore the increased mission impact of this collaboration was powerful during the time 
period of project, but was not sustained into the future.  
Increasing Revenues and Cutting Costs 
 Neither First Person nor the Village entered the project intending for it to generate 
revenue for their organizations, but they did benefit from cost savings. Both organizations 
were able to accomplish their goals at a lesser expense than would have been incurred 
without the collaborative partner.  This is especially true in the case of First Person; it 
would have been costly to recruit diverse participants and rent a space to hold the “Story 
Circles” without the help of partnering organizations.  The Village’s cost saving was in a 
professional skill that her staff does not have.  Grimaldi stated that, “the “Story Circle” 
was run very professionally, which translated to greater sharing of the participants lives 
and a positive experience for the staff and the community.”  This is not something that 
Grimaldi believes her staff could have facilitated on their own.  
Authors McCarthy and Kotler and Scheffer note that organizations can also benefit from 
increased exposure at minimum or no cost through collaboration.59  Though neither Solot 
nor Grimaldi spoke about this as a benefit, each organization was exposed to new                                                         
58 Kotler, 173. 
59 Kotler, 172; and McCarthy, 110. 
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audiences because of the collaboration.  The Village’s participation was feature at the 
First Person Museum and the website set up for the project.  First Person was introduced 
to several new audiences in neighborhoods throughout Philadelphia, because of their 
community partners.  This increase visibility, though a clear benefit, was not capitalized 
on by either organization and therefore did not directly benefit either in the long-term. 
Building New Audiences 
 Understanding and building new audiences was a motivator for First Person when 
undertaking the project.  As Solot stated, they were looking to reach out to a more diverse 
audience than they normally serve.  In the case of the partnership between First Person 
and the Village, both Solot and Grimaldi were clear that this benefit was not fully 
achieved.  First Person did engage a diverse audience for this project, but not as fully as 
they intended and did not gain audiences for future programs.  As Doz and Hamel state 
maintaining a new audience is not a given and one organization must learn from the other 
on how to keep this audience engaged.60   
 First Person did not work to keep this new audience engaged after the collaboration.  
Solot stated, they may have been reaching out to the wrong audience, because “these 
communities are poor, with little prior cultural experience and live a distance from Center 
City, where most First Person events are held.”  Grimaldi, who did not intend to reach 
new audiences, because the community based mission of her organization, was clear that 
no one in her community knew the organization First Person Arts.  Through this 
collaboration Solot learned, though reaching out to these communities sounded beneficial 
at the start of the project, sustaining this type of audience would be difficult and outside                                                         
60 Doz, 65. 
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the ability and scope of the small First Person Arts staff.  
Mounting Competition 
 Though neither Grimaldi nor Solot addressed the idea of mounting competition 
directly, both First Person and the Village in someway were seeking this benefit through 
the project.  Each organization has their own challenges with constituents having several 
other options of things to engage in rather than the programs presented by their 
organizations.   
 As Kotler and Scheff state, collaborations often result in increased attendance at 
both organizations.61  First Person used the project as an attempt to cast a wider net, 
gaining new audiences.  The Village used the “Story Circles” to engage their current 
audience and understand their needs in hopes to better serve them.  As discussed earlier, 
First Person was not successful at gaining this new audience, which could have led to 
increased attendants at their regular First Person events.  Grimaldi did emphasis the 
power that the “Story Circle,” had with in her community, but she did not indicate the 
lasting effect this event had on community participation.    
 
Adhering to Best Practices 
 Each organization has a wealth of experiences creating and participating in 
collaborations. Both Solot and Grimaldi know what is needed for a successful 
collaboration, and listed in their interviews similar concepts to those in the literature 
review.  The interesting aspect is, though both women were well versed and experienced 
in collaboration, they did not always adhere to these principles when creating the First                                                         
61 Kotler,171. 
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Person Museum.  I will examine their approach to this collaboration based on commonly 
held best practices defined in the review of literature.   
Unique purpose 
 First Person worked with several organizations on the First Person Museum; in 
her interview Solot explained the importance of “mission match” when collaborating, as 
authors McCarthy and Jinnett recommend.62 She stated, that, “working with an 
organization with a similar mission causes the goals of each organization to be more 
aligned.”  The missions of First Person and the Village have similarities; they both work 
to connect people through common experience.  This concept was also important to the 
First Person Museum project, which is why both organizations where interested in the 
collaboration.  
The missions of the organizations were similar, but as Mattessich, Murray-Close 
and Mosey advise, the First Person Museum was a project that varied from their normal 
programming.63  For First Person the collaboration fulfilled their story-telling-based 
mission, and used objects in an exhibition to convey that story. This is not something the 
organization had done before and expanded ideas on how a story could be told.  The 
Village does multi-generational programming to bring knowledge skills and a sense of 
community to their constituents.  Having community members provide the content of the 
program by telling their personal stories, through objects, was new for the organization.  
Through the collaboration, First Person and the Village fulfilled a purpose that was 
                                                        
62 McCarthy, 110. 
63 Mattessich, 26. 
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beyond the normally scope of there established programming and therefore enhanced 
their services to their audiences rather than replicating them.    
Clearly Stated Objectives 
 Falk and Dierking recommend partnering organizations work together to establish 
goals and intentions for the collaborative project, though this ideal was not possible for 
the First Person Museum. At the time the Village and other community groups joined the 
project, the goals and intentions for the First Person Museum had already been 
established, allowing little opportunity for the Village to contribute. This is due to the 
project being developed by First Person to attain the grant funding, before reaching out to 
community organizations to participate.  Once the partnerships with the organizations 
were solidified the participating community organizations were invited to one day of a 
three-day logistical planning meeting for the project. Solot stated, “that this was one of 
the failures of the project; not involving the community groups earlier in the planning 
process, which lessened their interest and ability to participate in the project.”   
Grimaldi observed that this is what tends to be difficult with grant-funded 
projects; “the project is proposed by one organization and only when it is funded are 
other organizations brought on board.”  According to Grimaldi, because of the need for 
the organization to meet the specific objectives for the grant, it is challenging to involve 
the ideas and goals of the partnering organizations.   
According to Grimaldi, the lack of involvement of the community organizations 
in the planning stages caused the exhibition opening to be less enjoyable for her 
community members.  When Grimaldi and The Village constituents arrived at the 
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opening, they found there was a charge for food and beverage, which is something they 
could not afford.  Grimaldi was disappointed and felt that First Person should have 
consulted her and other community organization leaders on the planning of the event to 
ensure their constituents felt welcomed.  For example, First Person spent money to 
provide a bus to transport the community members from the Village, which is something 
the Village could have provided, and bus money could have then been spent on food.   
Trust 
 In the interviews both Solot and Grimaldi emphasized the importance of trust 
when entering into a collaboration. For First Person and the Village it was their first time 
working together.  Both knew the other was a as successful nonprofit organizations in 
Philadelphia, but outside of this neither had a reason to trust the other.   
When organizations have not worked together in the past, Mattesich recommends 
having a meeting for staff to talk about the aspects of the project and get to know each 
other on a personal level.  First Person had The Village participate in one planning 
meeting, but there was not a meeting for the organizations staff to meet more casually 
prior to the project. For Solot, working with many organizations that First Person had not 
worked with before was challenging, because, “you cannot guarantee their follow-
through.”  It may be with the number of organizations First Person was collaborating 
with, they felt, they did not have time to work on trust.  
 Goldman and Kahnweiler stress the importance of ensuring that staff members 
participating in the collaboration have time to do so and do not find the additional work 
stressful.   Both First Person and the Village were attentive to not overwhelming their 
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staff with additional work from the collaboration.  Grimaldi stated that, “when we 
consider collaborating we always assess if the current staff can fulfill the needs of the 
project and if the answer is no, then we say we can’t do it.”   First Person was working 
with several partners and creating an exhibition, something they had never done before.  
Because of the scale of the project, they brought on an additional ten temporary 
employees to work on the project; so permanent staff members could continue their work 
on regular programming.      
Communication 
 Solot stated that they had difficulty communicating with their partnering 
organizations during the First Person Museum project, and were many times unsuccessful 
at getting them to respond to communications. Mattesich, Murray-Close and Mosey 
recommend, a system for communication, with clear guidelines on when and how contact 
will occur and who is responsible for it, is established in the beginning of the 
partnership.64   First Person did not determine a routine way of communicating with these 
organizations, which led to disorganization and misunderstandings.  Because of the 
problems with communication, Solot felt that the partnerships were too one sided with 
First Person doing the majority of the work.  
Grimaldi was disappointed with the communication and agreed that First Person 
did most of the work for the project, but only because they did not ask for input and help.  
In the instance of the opening reception, described above, she was not asked for input on 
what the event would be like.  She was also not given information on what the event 
                                                        
64 Mattesich, 23. 
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would be like, or the timeline of events.  She felt if she could have better prepared them 
for what the event might be like (i.e. having to pay for food and drink) it may have been 
less awkward.  There was also a First Person performance scheduled for that evening 
Grimaldi did not know about.  Grimaldi and her group were ushered out to there bus to 
go home, as scheduled, just as the performance was starting and felt slighted by not being 
invited to stay.  
Flexibility and Adaptability 
 Almost all authors cited in the literature review emphasized the need for 
flexibility and adaptability in the collaboration process and Grimaldi echoed this in our 
interview.  She said she always surprised by the results of a collaborative experience – 
“you have to be [flexible] because if you let the other person do their job, there is always 
an element of unexpectedness, it is imperative to be flexible.”  Grimaldi felt she had this 
mindset with this current project, because never having worked with First Person before 
she did not know what the outcome of “Story Circle” would be.  She was fortunately 
pleased by the results. 
 Solot did not talk about flexibility and adaptability as a best practice when 
collaborating.  When speaking of the challenges of the project she addressed the 
unexpected outcomes as problems they would look to fix in the future.   An example of 
this is her comparison of the results of the “Story Circles” held at community 
organizations, compared to the event they held at the Philadelphia Museum of Art 
(PMA).   At these events particular local artists and musicians were chosen to participate 
in the “Story Circle.”  Solot expressed, “the stories from the PMA event were more 
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aligned with what we had in mind, because artists think about objects differently and tend 
to be better educated.” She said, in the future they would look to more carefully select the 
storytellers. This indicates a further separation from the idea of collaboration in exchange 
for more control over the outcome and minimizing unpredictable results.  
Additional Best Practices 
Being experienced collaborators, Solot and Grimaldi had additional best practices 
beyond the current literature.  For First Person, being a performance and event-based 
organization without a venue, brand management becomes important when collaborating, 
Solot pointed out.  “The audience should be clear that you had a hand in the production of 
the event,” says Solot.  The example she presented was the Story Slams they presented at 
The Free Library of Philadelphia in Center City Philadelphia.  Attendants consistently 
thought it was a program the Free Library created, because the Library is a significantly 
larger organization and First Person’s brand was overshadowed. In light of this concern, 
the First Person dedicates a page to its partnering organizations on the First Person 
Museum webpage with brief descriptions of each organization, making their contribution 
clear.65   
Solot also spoke to the importance of “stake-holder buy-in” making sure that each 
participant has a need for the project to succeed.  With this, it is more likely that each 
organization will follow through on their promises. Though this was important to Solot, it 
is interesting to note that the First Person Museum was not created in a way in which the 
community organizations invited to participate had much concern, or input about how or                                                         
65 “Partners,” last updated November 25, 2011, last accessed November 25, 2011, 
museum.firstpersonarts.org/. 
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if the project succeeded.  When I asked Solot how the participating organizations 
benefited from the First Person Museum she said, “they didn’t,” explaining that their 
community members benefited.  The lack of clear benefit for the participating 
organization, may have led to the difficulty First Person had with communicating with 
these organizations and keeping them involved with the project.   
Grimaldi highlighted patience as an important part of collaboration particularly 
when working with her community.  She thinks, at times, organizations have unrealistic 
expectations when doing programming at the Village. She said, 
Don’t expect the community you are working with to catch on right away. The Village’s 
demographic are the hardest to employ, highest drop out rate, do not have a commitment 
to reliability, and are let down by a lot of the city services – you can’t make that the 
Village’s fault.   
She says that, it takes a few weeks to have a consistent audience and for the 
community to recognize the value of the program.  To combat unrealistic expectations, 
Grimaldi and her staff communicate with organizations about what they should and 
should not expect when working with their constituents.   
 
Outcomes 
 In gauging the success of the First Person Museum, it is important to be cognizant 
that, in this case, each participating organization defines success differently.  The 
Village’s intentions for entering the project diverge from First Persons overall goals for 
the project, which makes it best to look at the project from the of each organization.   
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 The First Person met several of its original objectives for the First Person 
Museum. It worked with diverse audiences to gather their stories and held an exhibition 
displaying those stories. Over 2,500 people, including community members from the 
diverse audiences they were looking to reach, attended the exhibition.  
Despite meeting these objectives, Solot did not see the project as a success. She 
thinks that there are many changes that needed to be made, if a similar project was 
undertaken in the future.  First Person Museum staff administered surveys during the run 
of the exhibition, indicating all of First Person’s goals were not met.  The goal of 
reaching a diverse audience was met in the context of the “Story Circles,” but for the 
actual exhibition only a few community members visited the exhibit outside of the 
opening night.  Though the community members that did attend the night of the opening, 
greatly valued the exhibit, rating their experience higher than the average visitor.  
Another of First Person’s objectives was to build a broader audience for their 
organization, which, Solot said, was not accomplished.  In the process of the project, 
community members did not make a specific connection with who or what First Person 
was and what they did.  Grimaldi said no one in her community knew what First Person 
Arts was or how they could participate in the future.  Solot was also aware of this 
problem and said that she had not seen community members at other First Person events, 
though they had not actually attempted to track this.  She knew, as stated earlier, it would 
be difficult to engage this audiences in the future for various reasons.  
Solot had a significant list of changes she would make if the project was 
undertaken again.  She stated that, they had thought about diversity in the wrong way and 
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that working with community groups was not the best way to find reach a diverse 
audience. She said in the future they would continue to look for diversity, yet more 
carefully, by finding diverse participants and artists who truly engaged with the mission 
of First Person.  In this line of thinking Solot seems to ignore the positive response of 
community participants, in the surveys, about their experience of the exhibition.   
Grimaldi assessed the project as a success, because it achieved her initial intention.  
She was able to learn more about what her community members valued and was also 
unexpectedly pleased by the “Story Circle.” The did not realize the power it would have, 
allowing her and her staff the opportunity to get to know their community members in a 
deeper way.  Though Grimaldi was disappointed overall in the exhibition opening, it did 
not change her feelings on the project because her original goal was met.   
Grimaldi reflected on the intentions of First Person arts, and shared thoughts on what 
they could do differently when working with the Village or similar community 
organizations in the future.  She stated that, if First Person was looking for stories, they 
would find a lot of great stories in her community.  “The people in my community are 
telling stories all the time by sitting on the stoop talking, rapping, and having poetry 
slams,” she said.  She felt First Person tried to fit those stories into a form that they had 
predetermined, instead of understanding how this community tells stories. 
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Conclusion 
In considering this case it is important to note that the First Person Museum was a 
project of great scale and scope that First Person Arts was executing for the first time.  
They hired new staff, worked with several organizations across the region that they had 
never partnered with before and had received a relatively large grant to fund the project. 
The size of the project, its funding, and unforeseen factors due to this being a first attempt 
at this type of project, may have caused First Person and the Village to not always follow 
what they know to be best practices.  Despite this there are several insights into the 
collaborative process that can be used by these and other cultural organizations in the 
future when taking on similar projects.  The importance of clearly understanding how 
your organization is benefiting from the collaboration, adhering to best practices in 
creating goals and intentions and consistent and thoughtful communication was evident 
in this project.  Next we will examine the Free Play on the Parkway project, which had 
different circumstances giving them the ability to adhere more to expert recommended 
best practices resulting in a more successful collaboration. 
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Case Two - Free Play on the Parkway 
The second case that we will look at is Free Play on the Parkway (Free Play), which 
is the first project created by Play Inbetween, an organization founded in Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania in 2009. In its inaugural season Play In Between partnered with several 
organizations, including the Barnes Foundation to create programming at Free Play.  This 
project was on a significantly smaller scale than the First Person Museum project and had 
little outside funding.  The effects of these differences had a clear effect on the ability of 
the organizations to collaborate and create a successful project. 
 
Organizational History and Mission 
Play Inbetween 
Christine Piven and Catherine Barrett in Philadelphia founded play Inbetween in 
2009.  Piven and Barrett are both mothers of young children, who noticed a lack of 
outdoor play spaces in Philadelphia.  They see playgrounds as “great places for 
communities to come together, and an important amenity that keeps families in the 
city.”66  Prior to founding Play Inbetween, Piven did extensive research on the 
importance of play and playgrounds in child development.  Based on these ideas the 
mission of Play In Between is: 
                                                        
66  “About,” last updated November 17, 2011, last accessed November 25, 2011, 
http://www.playinbetween.com/contact. 
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to create spaces that combine touchable art installations with innovative, commercial 
playground equipment.  In this kind of space, children will experience activities that 
encourage problem solving, cooperation, and imaginative play.  Working with local and 
citywide stakeholders, these pocket parks will be developed throughout the City in 
underutilized, tertiary spaces. 
Their first park Free Play on the Parkway opened May 2011 at 21st and Benjamin 
Franklin Parkway in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Piven and Barrett run the organization 
on a volunteer basis, along with seven advisory board members.  The only paid staff 
members are city workers funded by the City of Philadelphia.  Their duties are to monitor 
the park during open hours, as well as assists in setup and logistics of events and 
programs.   
Since opening, the park has attracted a range of visitors including adults, with Tai Chi 
and ballroom dancing classes, and children ranging from 2 to 10 years of age 
participating in art activities, story times and other programming. 
Barnes Foundation 
 An educational center founded by Dr. Albert Barnes in Merion, Pennsylvania, in 
1922, the Barnes Foundation (the Barnes) houses a world-renowned art collection, as 
well as a 12-arce arboretum. The mission of the Barnes is, “the promotion of the 
advancement of education and the appreciation of the fine arts.”67   In fulfillment of this 
mission, the Barnes provides adult education classes in both art and horticulture, and 
welcomes visitors to the galleries and arboretum.  
In 2004 the Board of Trustees made the decision move the art collection to a location 
in Philadelphia in order to make it more accessible to the general public and to provide                                                         
67 “Mission,” last updated November 26, 2011, last accessed November 26, 2011, 
http://www.barnesfoundation.org/about/mission. 
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financial sustainability for the Foundation.   The new building is scheduled to open in 
May 2012 at 20th Street and the Benjamin Franklin Parkway. 
In preparation for the expansion into Philadelphia the Barnes created an additional 
vision statement to put the original mission in a 21st century context: 
In furtherance of its mission, the Barnes Foundation promotes appreciation of the arts and 
horticultural science, through the preservation, presentation, and interpretation of the 
collections of Albert C. and Laura L. Barnes.                      
The Foundation will engage diverse audiences through its exceptional collections and related 
high-quality programs that reflect a broad range of periods and cultures and build on the 
founders’ innovative educational vision of transforming lives through the arts and 
horticulture.68 
The Barnes currently has 60 full-time employees, which will increase to 90 by the 
time the new location is opened. At its Merion location, the Barnes has served primarily 
white, wealthy, middle-aged to senior constituents.  The Barnes, which is closed from 
July 2011 through May 2012, is hopes to diversify its audience at its Philadelphia 
location regarding age, race and income level.   
 
Project Description 
 Free Play on the Parkway (Free Play), a playground located at 21st Street and the 
Benjamin Franklin Parkway in Philadelphia, is the first project created by Play 
Inbetween. Free Play opened with a ribbon cutting ceremony on May 22, 2011.   
To gather further information on the project, I interviewed founder of Play Inbetween, 
Catherine Barrett on September 30, 2011, in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and the Barnes                                                         
68 Ibid. 
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Foundation’s Assistant Director of Education, Nancy Rosner and the Outreach Project 
Manager, Jennifer Nadler on August 24, 2011, in Merion, Pennsylvania.  The information 
and quotations below are primarily drawn from these interviews. 
Barrett and Piven chose the park space because of its proximity to their own 
neighborhood and its central location within Philadelphia.  The corner lot it resides on 
was provided to Play Inbetween by the City of Philadelphia for temporary use through 
the fall of 2011. The free allocation of this space is currently being reconsidered by the 
city for renewal in spring 2012.  The park contains a cement ping-pong table, sand box 
and an “Imagination Playground” consisting of giant foam blocks. It is staffed by 
Philadelphia city workers Tuesdays through Saturdays.  In addition Barrett explained that 
they arranged activities and events to attract people to the park and to generate a sense of 
community.  To create programs for the space Pivens and Barrett reached out to cultural 
organizations surrounding the park including the Barnes Foundation. 
Piven and Barrett wanted the park to be a place where children could “learn though 
play” and be a different experience “not something that you could get at a birthday 
party,” Barrett explains.  They worked with several Philadelphia organizations to provide 
activities for their opening ribbon cutting, as well as individual programs throughout the 
summer to draw children and families to the park.  Programs were primarily geared 
towards children and normally had an experiential learning component.   
Barrett approached the Barnes about creating programming for Free Play in January 
2011.  Barrett, as a volunteer for the Arboretum at the Barnes, had attended a holiday 
celebration.  At the event Rosner spoke to the group about the art docents’ involvement in 
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touring grade school groups through the galleries.  Prior to this event, Barrett was 
unaware of the Barnes work with children. At the end of the event she approached Rosner 
about the Barnes creating programming for Free Play. Rosner liked the idea and the two 
set up a meeting between the Barnes education staff and Play Inbetween founders. At that 
meeting, several weeks later, the Barnes confirmed they would participate in the opening 
event, as well as provide summer programming.   
The Barnes staff: Rosner; Nadler; and their summer interns, designed and executed 
four programs in August that were geared towards young children and investigated the 
“Barnesian method” of focusing on light, line, color and space, when observing artwork.  
At these programs, children saw images from the Barnes collection, learned something 
about the image, and then did an art activity relating to the image.  The events were well 
attended, with 26 children participating on the first day, and the number increasing to 40 
and 50 attendants the following days.  (One of the days the event was canceled due to 
rain.) 
 
Goals and Intentions of the Project 
Play Inbetween and the Barnes had similar goals and intentions for the Free Play 
programming.  Both organizations were interested in providing an experiential learning 
program for children and gaining new audiences. What Play Inbetween sought from 
partnering with the Barnes was the opportunity to fulfill their mission, through 
programming. As their first year with an established space, they also needed to build an 
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audience and believed that by working with established organizations, like the Barnes, 
they would gain access to these organizations’ audiences.   
For the Barnes the programming was an opportunity to fulfill their mission at a time 
when their facilities were closed to the public.  They also saw the opportunity to access a 
new audience.  The Barnes has traditionally not done family programming, and therefore 
the primary audience consists of older adults.  The Free Play project would allow the 
Barnes to serve and attract a family audience.  Rosner explained, “our intention was to 
engage with a younger audience in a way that went along with our pedagogy.”  
 
Benefits for Each Organization 
With similar goals and intentions, Play Inbetween and the Barnes also had parallel 
benefits from the collaboration.   Unlike First Person and the Village, they were clear at 
the beginning of the collaboration the range of benefits their organizations could receive 
and were able to take advantage of them.  These benefits were also closely in line with 
those outlined of expert sources. There were also additional benefits that expand beyond 
the most commonly noted ones.  Below we will examine the benefits in the context of the 
review of literature.  
Mission Impact 
Play Inbetween and the Barnes have similar educational missions and each 
organization was able to increase the impact of their mission, through the Free Play 
project. Through Play Inbetween’s work with the Barnes they were able to have 
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programming that fulfilled their mission of learning through play, which deepened the 
impact of their mission, beyond the facilities provided at their playground.  They were 
also able to expand the reach of their mission by accessing a new audience.  As Barrett 
stated, “bringing in other institutions who could provide and promote program, brought 
people to our park.” This result is in line with McCarthy and Faulk’s ideas that mission 
impact can be increased through both broadening and deepening in a collaboration.69 
Nadler also noted that the Barnes was experimenting with their mission in the context 
of this new audience, saying: 
We want to re-envision what education is at the Barnes and have been trying to create a 
vision statement - how do people think like an artist, how do people walk away with that 
mentality?  We were trying to move towards what kind of programming would embody that. 
For the Barnes, the opportunity to work on the Free Play project allowed the 
organization to increase their mission impact in the short-term by working with a new 
audience, but was also in the long-term by using the project as a tool to explore and learn 
the best ways to serve this audience in the future. 
Increasing Revenues and Cutting Costs 
It is clear, through the interviews, both organizations benefited economically from the 
Free Play collaboration.  Play Inbetween directly benefited from increased visibility, 
noted as a cost savings by authors Kotler and McCarthy.70  Play Inbetween, being a new 
organization had little or no recognition in the broader Philadelphia community.  By 
partnering with the Barnes, the collaborative program was featured in the Barnes e-
newsletter reaching 25,000 households and 5,000 “fans” were reached with posts on the                                                         
69 McCarthy, 85. 70 Kotler, 172 
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Barnes Facebook page.  This is a large number of people for a small organization and it 
would have been a significant expense for Play In Between to market to an audience this 
size, without its partnership with the Barnes. 
For the Barnes, the benefit was having a free place to hold programming when their 
facilities were closed to the public.  Play Inbetween also advertised the events to families 
on their email list and on listservs they had access too.   This exposure, at no cost to the 
Barnes, made this audience aware that the Barnes is now a place that serves families. 
The Barnes has an incentive to serve this new family audience, because they received 
a significant grant from a large corporation to work with younger audiences in the first 
year the Philadelphia location is open. Both Rosner and Nadler think that working on the 
Free Play project will increase the quality of the work they do for the grant.  It could be 
argued that because this collaboration gave the Barnes staff a low cost way to prepare and 
learn about this new audience, it could increase the success of their work for the grant. 
This could lead to similar grants or donations to similar projects in the future.   
This differs from the benefit that McCarthy and Kotler and Scheffer establish saying 
that collaborations increase your visibility to funders.71  Rather, a collaboration of this 
nature could be a way for an organization to experiment in a lower profile setting, with 
minimal pressure or expense, in preparation for a higher-stake situation, where funders 
and other constituents are monitoring achievement of established goals.   
 
                                                         71 Kotler, 172; and McCarthy, 110. 
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Understanding and Building New Audiences 
 In her interview Barrett said, building new audiences was an apparent benefit 
when the Barnes and Play Inbetween first met to talk about the possibility of 
collaborating: 
We talked about the advantages of combining forces – we wanted to get our play ground 
up and running - the bigger the name the better.  They wanted to grow their education 
department - why wouldn’t we do this? 
Barrett thought that the Barnes name would increase exposure for the park and help 
establish an audience. The advertising that Play Inbetween was doing, directed towards 
families, would reach a new and targeted audience for the Barnes.  The hope was that, as 
Kotler states, the audiences would “cross-fertilize” and each organization would gain new 
patrons without losing any of their own. 72 
  Authors Doz and Hamel encourage organizations to learn from their partner 
about serving their new targeted audience when collaborating, but neither the Barnes nor 
Play Inbetween had expertise in serving a family audience when beginning the Free Play 
project.   What took place was that each organization was able to understand the intended 
audience better through the collaborative project.  Rosner stated, on the first day of the 
programs they did not know how to plan for kids of different ages, but “each time it got a 
little easier.”  
Rosner and Nadler expressed reservations rising out of their lack of experience of 
planning this type of programming based on the Barnes pedagogy, but both are education 
professionals with master degrees and experiences at other organizations.  Barrett was                                                         
72 Kotler, 173. 
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grateful for their experience and expressed that she learned a number of things by 
observing their programs saying, “it was obvious that they had done this before.”  She 
stated, Rosner and Nadler were good presenters and knew how to “draw people in.”  
Noting that in some of the less successful programs, with other organizations throughout 
the summer, the presenters did not have this trait and it will be something they will work 
to have in all of their programs in the future.   
This learning process proved effective, because their audience size continued to 
increase with each new program.  The approach that the Barnes and Play Inbetween staff 
took, also contributed to the success of the collaboration, because each were clear they 
had knowledge to gain on serving this demographic and could work together on building 
this knowledge.  
Mounting Competition 
 It is interesting to think about the idea of mounting competition in this case, 
because in reality the Barnes and Play Inbetween are a part the mounting competition in 
their location.  Both organizations are new (or soon to be new) to the Benjamin Franklin 
Parkway. This is an area of Philadelphia that is home to several established and long-
standing cultural institutions.     
 In speaking with Barnes and Play Inbetween staff it was clear they were not using 
the collaboration to address competition, but more, in a way, to establish them as 
competition. Neither organization is looking to directly compete with the current 
Parkway organizations, but they do want to be seen as a viable options when a family is 
visiting the Parkway area.  As Rosner explained, “We want to have the reputation that we 
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are a place for the community to enjoy and doing these local collaborations reinforces 
that.”  Barrett agreed, saying, “working with the Barnes gave us more clout and a sense 
that we belong here.”   
Both used the collaboration to increase their visibility as organizations located on 
the Parkway.  This should not be seen as a threat to other Parkway organizations, but as 
an asset that increases attendance to the parkway and their organization. Kotler and 
Scheff note this as a benefit of programmatic collaboration, in that it increases overall 
attendance for arts and culture rather than increasing attendance for one organization and 
decreasing attendance for another.73   
Unique and Unintended Benefits 
Both Play Inbetween and the Barnes were extremely positive about the outcome 
of the project and the collaboration.  Both benefited as they intended and were surprised 
by additional unintended benefits.  Rosner and Nadler stated that they were pleased to 
meet other organizations located on and around the Parkway when participating in the 
ribbon cutting for Free Play. They are now working on planning separate partnerships 
with these organizations. With this collaboration the Barnes was able to make 
connections in their new community that may have taken more time and effort outside of 
the partnership with Free Play. 
Becoming connected to similar organizations is not a benefit that was addressed 
in the review of literature or in the First Person Museum project, but both Barrett, Rosner 
and Nadler, emphasized the importance of this benefit.  Barrett stated, “collaboration                                                         
73 Kotler, 171. 
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builds community” and by working with the Barnes, a larger and more established 
organization, validated them as part of the community of cultural organizations on the 
Parkway.  Rosner stated that part of the intention in collaborating is to show to the 
community “that you [your organization] are a team player and a good neighbor-you’re 
not just out for yourself.”   
As new organizations to the area, collaboration was an important part of how they 
introduced themselves to local organizations.  Barnes and Play Inbetween felt 
collaborative projects were a great way to show these other organizations what their 
organization had to offer.  For Play Inbetween collaborating was a way to align 
themselves with larger more established organizations.  By doing this Play Inbetween felt 
that potential audience members would perceive them as a valid organization, because 
they trusted and enjoyed their collaborative partner.   
 
Best Practices 
 Because Play Inbetween is a new organization, working with the Barnes is one of 
its first experiences in programmatic collaboration, for both the organization and its 
founders, who do not have prior experience in the field.  The Barnes, because of its 
historical focus on traditional classes has also had little experience with programmatic 
collaboration, though Rosner and Nadler have some past experience at other employers.  
Though both partners were relatively inexperienced in the collaborative process, in many 
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ways they adhered to best practices. We will look at these practices as it pertains to the 
literature review 
Unique Purpose 
 The intentions for the project were clearly aligned for these collaborative partners, 
which McCarthy and Jinnett emphasize as a key to success.74 Barrett spoke to this when 
speaking of the first time the Barnes and Play Inbetween staff met, “we were all coming 
from the same head -art is important for kids, play is important for kids.”   
As sources Mattessich, Murray-Close and Mosey recommend,75 the Free Play 
collaboration was in service to greater goals within each organization, but also had 
unique intention that could not have been done without the collaborative partner. Play 
Inbetween was interested in having programs for their new location and generating an 
audience for their newly formed organization.  With no programming staff and few 
volunteers, it would have been difficult for Play Inbetween to create effective 
programming. The Barnes was able to provide this programming and provide information 
about the program, and exposure for Play Inbetween, to their audience.   
 The Barnes was looking to experiment with programming for a family audience, 
which they have not served in the past, establish a connection with this audience, as well 
as continue to serve their mission while their facilities were closed to the public.  Play 
Inbetween was able to provide a space for the Barnes and had an email list as well as 
                                                        
74 McCarthy, 110. 
75 Mattessich, 26. 
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other listservs they used to connect with families, that the Barnes did not have access to 
at the time. 
 Both organizations were interested in serving families, and the collaborative 
process allowed them to do this in a way that would have not been possible without the 
contribution of each partner.  The program created was unique from other projects the 
organizations were working on individually.   
Clearly Stated Objectives 
Pivens and Barrett were clear that they wanted the Barnes to do an art related 
program, but were open to what was provided after that point. Because of this, Rosner 
stated, that Play Inbetween was “an easy partner to collaborate with.”  This aspect made 
the collaboration extremely successful, because each partner felt clear about what needed 
to be accomplished, but also free to choose how their contribution should be 
accomplished. 
Though the objective, to create programming, was clear from the beginning there 
was no attempt to define what a successful program would look like, as authors Falk and 
Dierking recommend.76  Nor did they create a plan to execute that programming as 
Rackham, Friedman and Ruff advise77.  Without these established guidelines the Barnes 
and Play Inbetween did not track any information about the program, other than a rough 
estimate of attendance. 
                                                        76 Falk, 240. 77 Rackham, 23. 
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 A reason for this may be that neither organization had funding for this 
collaboration, and therefore did not have an urgent reason to account for the success of 
the program.  For the Barnes, the project was tertiary and experimental and the qualitative 
assessment of Rosner and Nadler may be enough to serve their future needs. Nadler 
stated, it was “nice to have a project that could be experimental and didn’t have to be 
entirely polished” 
  The lack of tracking may cause problems in the future, especially for Play 
Inbetween, when applying for grants and other funding.  They will be able to say that 
they collaborated with the Barnes, but will not be able to present measures quantifying 
what was successful about the programs.   
Trust 
 Trust was a critical component to the success of this collaboration.  Barrett had a 
personal connection to the Barnes organization as a volunteer, which gave her the 
opportunity to see Rosner speak in a professional setting, prior to the partnership.  This 
initial experience was important to Barrett who said, “from hearing Nancy speak I knew 
that she was really sincere and progressive-thinking.”  The next step the partners took, of 
setting up a meeting, is important in building further trust, according to authors 
Mattesich, Murray-Close and Mosey.78  They also advise to create opportunities where 
the participating staff members are able to better get to know each other.  This is what 
Barnes and Play Inbetween staff did by having their first meeting at Starbucks, which is a 
more social setting that Rosner described as, “a very casual meeting.”                                                         78 Mattesich, 14-15.  
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 In assigning proper staffing to the collaboration Play Inbetween had no choice, 
because Barrett and Pivens are the sole, unpaid, staff members.  In regards to the Barnes, 
at the time of the initial meeting Rosner and Nadler believed that a new position of 
Family Programs Manager would be hired prior to the planning and execution of the 
project, which is partially why they agreed to the project.  When the position was not 
hired within the timeframe, Nadler and Rosner had to complete the programming 
themselves.  They said that the project was manageable and were pleased to have the 
assistance of interns, but Nadler said, “we feel a little pressure not to do many more 
because we feel a crunch with other activities.”  Goldman, and Kahnweiler stress it is 
important to assess if staff has the ability to fulfill the needs of the collaborative project.79 
The lesson here is that assessment should be based on current staffing and not projected 
future staffing. 
Communication 
 With the lack of detailed or complex objectives, the communications for the Free 
Play project were simple and straightforward.  After the initial meeting to generally 
decide on type of project, Play Inbetween would contact the Barnes staff about needing 
descriptions of the programs for promotional materials.  Other than this, there was no 
need for further meetings or more detailed communication.   
Authors, Scheff and Kotler suggest establishing a system of communication prior 
to the start of the project,80 but that seems unnecessary in the case of the Free Play 
collaboration.  They did not have an established plan for communication, but neither                                                         
79 Goldman, 441. 
80 Scheff, 61. 
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organization indicated that communication was an issue for the partnership.  With a 
collaboration of this simplistic nature it may over complicate things to create a schedule 
of meetings and touch points; casual email updates maybe enough.  This does mean that 
the participating staff need to be timely and thorough when communicating, so deadlines 
and important information is not missed.     
Flexibility and Adaptability 
Because this was the first time creating this type of programming for both 
organizations, neither the Barnes nor Play Inbetween knew what to expect from the 
programs.  This created and experimental feeling for the project and lead both partners to 
be flexible and adaptable during the process.   
Doz and Hammel warn, the planning process can sometimes put a constraint of 
the flexibility of partnering organizations,81 so the minimal planning of the Free Play 
project may of worked to their advantage.   Once the times and dates were agreed on for 
the programming, Nadler and Rosner were free to create the programming as they 
preferred with no outside input from Barrett or Pivens.   Nadler and Rosner were 
respectful that it was Play Inbetween’s venue and would ask Barrett and Pivens after each 
program, “how did that work, is there anything you want us to do differently next time?” 
says Rosner.   This does align with Doz and Hammel’s recommendation in that they 
worked to continually assess if the parts that had been planned were working 
effectively.82     
                                                        81 Doz,15. 82 Doz,15. 
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Additional Best Practices 
 As stated before, each organization was relatively new to collaboration 
and despite this fact they managed to have a relatively successfully, though somewhat 
simplistic partnership.  While they were new to this process they naturally worked within 
many of the best practices conveyed by experts on the subject and also established a best 
practice of their own.   
It was apparent in the interviews that mutual respect was a unique best practice 
for these organizations, which was not identified in the literature reviewed or the other 
collaboration case.  Neither organization specifically spoke to this idea of respect, but 
both spoke with admiration for what each organization was more broadly trying to 
accomplish. Barrett had already pledged her support to the Barnes, by volunteering and in 
the interview she stated she was “a huge fan of the organization.”  Nadler and Rosner 
spoke highly of Play Inbetween and demonstrated their respect by continually checking 
in to make sure that the programs were meeting the needs of Play Inbetween.  This may 
sound similar to trust, but I believe differs in an important way.  Each party trusts the 
other to complete their aspects of the collaboration, but respect is beyond that, where 
each organization has a true understanding of the importance of the goals and intentions 
of the partnering organization and will work to ensure that both are fully reached. 
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Outcomes 
 From the perspective of both the Barnes and Play Inbetween, the collaboration 
and the Free Play project were very successful.  This perceived success is based on 
several different factors relating to the circumstances of the collaboration and the 
expectations of the participants.   
 The collaborative aspect of the project worked well, partially due to the fact that 
each organization had very little stake in the outcome of this project.  For Play Inbetween 
Free Play this was their first project with minimal funding other than the donation of 
temporary land from the city.  This lack of funding caused them to reach out to other 
organizations to partner, but also freed them from the need to report on results of the 
projects like many organizations with significant backing from foundations, institutions 
or individuals.  Play Inbetween was also collaborating with several partners over their 
opening summer, which minimized the risk of any one collaboration going poorly. If the 
Barnes collaboration had been unsuccessful, in that there was no attendance or those that 
participated were displeased there would have been several other events Play Inbetween 
could have invited people to attend. 
 The Barnes could see the benefits of collaborating with Play Inbetween, when 
approached by Barrett but had no pressing need or funding to cause them to participate in 
the collaboration.  With this being the case, Rosner and Nadler took the opportunity to 
experiment with a new audience without the pressure of having to report on the results, as 
they need to do with other projects.  As Rosner stated, “there wasn’t anything riding on it 
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either way, there was room for us to try things out and we weren’t feeling pressure from 
them to make it something over the top or change test scores or whatever else” 
 With both organizations having a generally relaxed approached to the project 
there were very few stated objectives for the programs and none of the programs were 
formally evaluated.  Both organizations state that the project was successful, but they do 
not have measureable results to back-up this claim.  They do know approximately how 
many people attended the events with 26 attendees on the first day and 40 and then 50 
attendants of the following days, which they inferred to mean that people liked the 
program and encouraged others to come.  They did not assess how the attendants found 
out about the programs, if they were a new audience for the Barnes, Play Inbetween or 
both.   
 There were also no surveys or informal questioning to assess audiences’ 
satisfaction with the programs.  Other than observing that people were generally happy 
with the program, they cannot state that any of the intended results of participants 
learning something new, having a better understanding of the Barnes collection or feeling 
a greater sense of community were reached.  There was also no name collection for future 
assessment of repeat visitation to either organization.   
Conclusion 
Being the Free Play park was the first attempt at collaboration for Play Inbetween 
it is surprising how naturally the process was for Barrett and Piven.   They instinctively 
followed some of the best practices for collaboration and easily established a relationship 
with Rosner and Nadler to create a successful program.  They were able to benefit from 
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the collaboration, align goals and build trust, where First Person Museum struggled.  We 
will now explore how the different circumstances of each collaboration may have 
contributed to one collaboration being successful where the other failed.   
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Conclusions and Comparisons of Case Studies 
The distinct aspects of these collaborations highlight the varied and complex 
nature of the collaborative process. Looking at both cases illustrates that in most 
circumstances when best practices, recommended in the literature review, are 
implemented it leads to a successful collaboration.  
It is interesting that both Solot and Grimaldi, experienced collaborators with a 
vast amount of knowledge on best practices, did not always adhere to what they know. 
Comparing this to the successful collaboration of Free Play, by first time collaborators we 
can get an understanding how the conditions around these collaborations also contributed 
to their outcomes.  I have identified three main factors, size of the project, funding for the 
project and alignment of intentions that can be looked to when examining the divergent 
outcomes.  
 
Size of the Project  
There is a notable difference in the size, defined by program content, audience 
reached and dedication of organizational resources, when looking at these two projects. 
The First Person Museum was a project of great scale and scope for that organization.  
They conducted “Story Circles” at several partnering organizations throughout the city, 
as well as creating a gallery exhibit, which they had never done before.  With the “Story 
Circles,” they engaged 100 people and 2,655 people viewed the exhibition.  Because of 
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the size of this project First Person hired ten new staff members to execute the project 
and partnered with 9 different organizations.  
In comparison, the Free Play project was small.   Four 1-hour programs were 
created, (one of which was canceled due to rain), which 25-50 people attend. No 
additional staff was hired for the project, for either the Barnes or Play Inbetween, because 
current staff, on top of their normal duties, could handle all needs for the project.  
For the First Person Museum, the large size of the project may have caused them 
to not always follow what they know to be best practices for collaboration. First Person 
did not anticipate the challenges of working with nine different community organizations, 
which caused them to feel overwhelmed. First Person was clear about their frustration in 
follow-through from the community organizations they were working with.  Solot spoke 
of contacting them several times and never hearing back, as well having staff from these 
organizations not show up for meetings.  Their frustration is justified, but they may want 
to consider why they were having so much difficulty.  As Ostrower states, it is important 
to have a road map that both parties can agree to before starting a project.83  If First 
Person had taken the time to work with community organizations on a plan, before 
beginning the project, they may have attained more successful results, but the number of 
organizations they were partnering with made this difficult. 
There was a natural ease in the Free Play project, expressed in both interviews 
with the organizations.  Barrett said, “the first conversation was really great and we were 
all on the same path.”  Nadler conveyed the same when saying, “this flowed very 
                                                        
83 Ostrower, 39. 
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naturally and easily – there is some luck in that.”  The size of the project may be some of 
the “luck” Nadler is speaking about, because it allowed the staff members to connect on a 
more personal basis. This caused them to develop trust in each other, leading to a 
willingness to be adaptable and flexible, both recommended as best practices by several 
sources.  Though they did not always follow best practices, like establishing specific 
goals and a communication plan, because they trusted and liked each other they were able 
to have a successful collaboration. For example, Play Inbetween did not create guideline 
for the programming and did not ask Nadler and Rosner to share the details of their plans 
before the program.  This could have caused conflict if Nadler and Rosner did not deliver 
what Barrett and Pivens were expecting.  There established relationship, which caused 
the partners to feel they had a clear understanding of each other, lessoned this possibility.   
 It would be interesting to observe, as Play Inbetween grows, how their 
collaborative process changes.  If they are successful and take on larger projects will they 
be able to maintain the ease and personal nature of these initial partnerships. 
 
Funding 
 The resources for these projects may be the greatest dissimilarity between the 
two. The First Person Museum was funded by a significant foundation grant. Free Play 
on the Parkway, being a new organization, had no funding directly specifically towards 
this project and minimal funders for the park overall.   
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For the Free Play project the lack of outside oversight commonly   associated with 
grant funding allowed both partners to be flexible and accommodating of the needs of the 
other. They also both did not have the pressure of individual or corporate donors asking 
for specific results after donating for the program. Without these external factors, Play 
Inbetween and the Barnes did not feel compelled to thoroughly define measures for 
success as authors Falk and Dierking recommend as a best practice.84   
Without these detailed guidelines the project became more experimental and there 
was a freedom to fail that did not exist within the First Person Museum project.  This 
scenario worked well for the Free Play project, because both groups were new to this type 
of programming and were excited by the lack of restrictions.  The Barnes knows in the 
future, as they begin work for their grant form their corporate sponsor they will be more 
accountable. As Play Inbetween gains more financial support and establishes a consistent 
audience they may need to become more formal with their partners by providing goals 
and objectives for the programs.  
The First Person Museum was made possible by a foundation grant, and though 
the grant encouraged them to experiment with something new, they were held 
accountable for all the money spent on the project. Because of this, First Person had a 
clear sense of their goals and objects when heading into the project, which made it easier 
to quantify its success and not base it solely on anecdotal observation.  The grant also 
caused First Person to define these goals before bringing on any partners, which led to 
difficulties in the collaborative aspect of the project.   
                                                        
84 Falk, 240. 
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In her interview Grimaldi expressed frustration with the level of participation The 
Village was offered in planning of the project.  This caused The Village to be less 
involved in the over all First Person Museum, just focusing on the “Story Circles,” which 
is what they saw value in. If First Person could have defined and promoted the benefits of 
the project to the partnering organizations, they could possibly increase the contributions 
of these organizations to the project.  
The other factor is that the opportunity to get another grant to create another 
museum relied on the success of this initial project.  With so many things at stake, Solot 
and First Peron may have been overly cautious in giving responsibilities to other 
organizations that they had not worked with before.  First Person knew in the end that 
their organization would be the one held accountable to the funder, meaning they had the 
most at stake creating an uneven balance in the partnerships.   
 
Alignment of Intentions 
The complexity of the intentions in First Person Museum, opposed to simplicity 
of the goal for the Free Play project could have attributed to the way the partnering 
organizations aligned in their intentions.   
It was clear from speaking to Solot and Grimaldi that their goals were not aligned. 
Solot defined the project as not completely successful where Grimaldi saw it as a success, 
making it clear that their idea of success was not the same.  Solot’s main objective was 
the achieving the goals of the overall exhibition, where Grimaldi was concerned about the 
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experience of her community members.  Even if the goals and objectives for the First 
Person Museum could not change because of the requirements of the grant it could have 
been helpful to convey these goals in a way that the participating organization could 
embrace them and work to accomplish them. 
Because of the general nature of the Free Play project, which primary intention 
was to create programming for children, the alignment with the goal for both 
organizations was not difficult.  With the intentions being broad, Nadler and Rosner were 
able to treat the project as research, testing different ways to serve this new audience.  
Both partners were also looking to gain new audiences through this venture and therefore 
looked to equally promote and market the programs.  With both organizations working 
toward similar outcomes they each held equal responsibility in the partnership leading to 
equal effort in execution.   
 
Conclusion 
  Though neither collaboration was completely ideal in regards to expert sources, 
both can be looked to for lessons in benefiting from and creating collaborations.  As the 
need for programmatic collaboration increases among nonprofit arts and cultural 
organizations, it will be important to learn from each other on how to achieve intended 
goals most effectively.  Each collaboration had successful components that we can mimic 
and we should not be disheartened by the areas of failure, but take the lessons learned and 
apply it to future collaborations.  
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 The intention of this study was to provide lessons for organizations on best 
practices, but through the research process it became clear that there are implications for 
funders as well.  Examining the First Person Arts project suggested that when funders are 
assessing a proposal for collaborative projects from one organization they may want to 
investigate if the proposed collaborators are involved in the goals and intentions.  They 
may also want the organization to be clear on why they are collaborating and specific 
benefits they intend to gain from the collaborative process and not just from the project in 
general.  If any thing has been learned it is that collaborations are multifaceted challenges 
that can provide great benefit, but effort has to be consciously applied to the collaboration 
itself to gain these benefits.   
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Study Limitations 
The objective of this study is to recommend methods and a structure that non-
profit cultural organizations could use to effectively attain desired benefits of 
participating in a programmatic collaboration.  Though the research of literature for this 
study is broad and pertains to organizations of all types across the country, the cases 
studied are limiting in the testing of these theories.  The collaborations examined, in order 
to directly interview staff at participating organizations, are isolated to a small number of 
organizations that operate and have audiences within the Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
region.  Because of this, it would be inaccurate to say that any conclusions reached on 
goals and best practices can carry across all cultural organizations throughout the 
country, without considering the structure and type of participating organizations and the 
anticipated audience for the program.  
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